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OPINION

U.S. Businesses
Size Up Rules
For Drone Use

Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s government is set to unveil
its first full-year budget later this
month. Anticipation is running
high that, after nine months in office, Mr. Modi will announce
sweeping economic reforms—
especially since his tenure so far
has been bereft of a grand vision
or any dramatic changes.
Instead Mr. Modi has made the
basics of governance a priority. For
instance, the prime minister
counts getting government officials to come to work on time
among his early successes.

manned aircraft: operators can suddenly lose control of the devices and
no pilot is on board to see and avoid
obstacles. Drone makers are working
on technology to improve the wireless
link between drones and operators
and to enable the devices to sense
and avoid obstacles automatically.
The proposed restrictions could
limit many commercial drone applications, including filmmaking, delivering packages, news reporting,
monitoring crops at large farms,
and inspecting power lines and
pipelines.
Amazon.com Inc. said the proposed rules wouldn’t allow Prime
Air, its planned delivery-by-drone
program, to operate in the U.S. “The
FAA needs to begin and expeditiously complete the formal process
to address the needs of our business,
and ultimately our customers,” the
company said.
The FAA said its proposed rules
don’t cover delivery drones, and that
any unmanned aircraft carrying an
“external load” might require FAA
certification. Companies would be
allowed to test a drone carrying a
package under the proposed rules,
“but they could not carry it for payment; they could not carry it for
someone else,” said Mark Bury, the
FAA’s assistant chief counsel.
Limitations on the battery life of

drones and their ability to carry payloads far distances mean systematic
drone deliveries aren’t possible today,
but companies are running delivery
trials and say the technology will be
ready in the next several years.
Ted Ellett, a former FAA chief
counsel who represents companies
that want to use drones, said the
proposal “seems to be close to a
home run” for many of his clients
and their peers.
Drones for farming would likely
thrive under the proposal, he said,
but the FAA’s proposed limits still
would allow the agency to block
drone flights if they pass “over a
single farmer on his tractor in the
middle of a 100-acre field in Iowa.”
Mr. Ellett and other industry officials also worry that requiring operators to get approval from air-traffic
control to fly drones near airports—
and thus in many urban and suburban areas—would pose a big hurdle
to certain operations.
Private manned aircraft frequently operate without flight plans
around such areas, and they don’t
need approval before takeoff.
The FAA said it aims to separate
drone traffic from manned aircraft.
The agency says it has received dozens of reports of drones flying too
close to manned aircraft and airports in recent years.

Sen. Charles Schumer (D., N.Y.)
said in an interview that the proposed rules are a positive step, but
that limits on flights over people or
beyond the view of the operator
would stifle the industry.
The FAA “started out on the
strict side, but they’ll have to loosen
up,” he said. “Legislation is a possibility, but let’s see how the regulations evolve.”
Chris Anderson, chief executive
of U.S. drone maker 3D Robotics
Inc., played down the impact of the
proposed limits that his peers criticized, saying that the rules would
enable the vast majority of commercial drone flights that are technically
possible today.
Not requiring full pilots licenses,
aircraft certifications “and other
things that would have been barriers
to innovation is what encourages me
the most,” he said. “The little, tiny
things like no nighttime flying and
not flying over people all strike me
as things that can be discussed.”
He added that regulations would
finally lend legitimacy to the drone
industry and lead to rapid expansion. “All I wanted was a sandbox
where we could innovate,” he said.
“Now we’ve got that sandbox and I
think you’ll see an explosion of creativity and energy and investment in
this space going forward.”

Challenge for the Apple Watch: Defining Its Purpose
Continued from page 15
Marketing the Apple Watch
won’t be as simple as marketing
past Apple products. The iPod was a
way to carry a music collection in
your pocket. The iPhone was a mobile phone plus Internet device, with
a revolutionary touch screen. Apple
sold the iPad as a simpler way to
browse the Web, view photos and
watch videos.
Still, analysts expect Apple’s
brand appeal and the company’s
loyal customers to make Apple
Watch the most successful wearable
device on the market.
Apple is gearing up for a strong
start. People familiar with the matter said the company is asking suppliers in Asia to make five million to
six million Apple Watches in the
first quarter.
One of those people said half of
the first-quarter output would be
for the entry-level Apple Watch
Sports and one-third for the midtier
model, which has stainless-steel
casing and a watch face covered by

sapphire crystal.
The total would be on par with
Apple’s last major all-new product.
Apple sold 7.5 million iPads in the
six months after they went on sale
in April 2010.
But such output would far outpace the production of wearable devices from Samsung Electronics
Co., LG Electronics, Sony Corp.,
Motorola Mobility and a host of fitness trackers. Research firm Canalys
said last week that just 720,000
smartwatches powered by Android
Wear, Google Inc.’s operating system for wearable devices, shipped in
the last six months of 2014.
ABI Research estimates that Apple will sell 11.8 million Apple
Watches in 2015, accounting for
nearly half of all wearable devices,
including fitness trackers and nonAndroid smartwatches.
“People have left the door open
for Apple. The others haven’t done
a great job here yet,” said Nick
Spencer, an analyst at ABI Research.
Apple’s ability to lure millions of

users to a new type of device will
help prod software developers to
create the types of enticing apps
that boosted the appeal of the
iPhone and iPad. That eases the burden of conceiving and delivering a
killer feature from the get-go.
“This whole notion that there
needs to be a killer app in an Apple
product just isn’t true,” said J.P.
Gownder, an analyst at Forrester
Research. “For different people, different things will pop.”
One likely draw is Apple Pay, the
company’s budding payment service. It allows shoppers to pay for
goods by waving a mobile device in
front of a card reader. Apple Pay is
now limited to the latest iPhones,
but the service will work through
Apple Watch with older iPhones.
Watch users will also be able to
make small purchases without carrying an iPhone, such as when they
are out jogging and want a sports
drink.
Some Watch functions rely on
touch and feel. A motor will create

vibrations, or taps, to relay information to the watch wearer. What’s
more, users can perform different
functions based on how hard they
press the watch’s screen. Apple has
said this will create a new, “more
intimate” form of communication.
Apple began developing the
watch about four years ago, with a
focus on health and fitness. It isn’t
unusual for Apple to experiment
with many technologies or shift focus during product development,
but the watch was especially challenging, people familiar with the
matter said. Internally, the project
became known as a “black hole”
sucking in resources, one of these
people said.
Development languished because
much of the health-sensor technology failed to meet Apple’s standards, these people said. Apple tinkered with sensors that measured
the conductivity of skin, a concept
used in polygraphs to gauge stress.
The technology also showed promise for heart-rate monitoring such

as an electrocardiogram, or EKG,
these people said.
But these features didn’t perform consistently on some people,
including those with hairy arms or
dry skin. Results also varied depending on how tightly the person
wore the Watch, they said. Instead,
Apple opted for more pedestrian
pulse-rate monitoring, these people
said.
Apple also experimented with
ways to detect blood pressure or the
amount of oxygen in the blood, but
the results were inconsistent. Moreover, if Apple interpreted the numbers to provide health or behavior
advice, the company likely would
have needed approval from the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration or
other regulators.
These features were shelved for
the first version of the watch, but
they may be included in future models, the people familiar with the
matter said.
—Lorraine Luk
contributed to this article.

Mr. Modi has also launched a
quiet fight against corruption by
dismantling rules and regulations
whose principal raison d’être was
to allow corrupt bureaucrats to
collect rents. He has focused on
basic issues like improving sanitation and promoting broader access
to the formal financial system.
Mr. Modi’s political instincts
are finely tuned, and there may be
method to his apparent temerity
on reforms. His government could
be laying the groundwork for substantive reforms that have a better
chance of success thanks to a

INDIA ON A BUDGET Prime Minister Narendra Modi will unveil his government’s
first full-year budget later this month.
with financial markets. Mr. Modi
supported Mr. Rajan in his fight to
control inflation and promote financial-market development, and
maintaining disciplined fiscal policy. Thus, the Modi government
has improved macroeconomic stability, a bedrock of higher growth.
Falling oil prices have been a
boon to India, which is a big net
importer of oil. And, with India being the only major emerging market with positive growth momentum, foreign investors have been
pouring capital into the country.
The benefits of this good fortune
need to be locked in—by shifting
away from wasteful and inefficient
subsidies, fostering a more predictable and transparent tax regime, and creating channels for
foreign capital to flow into longerterm investments like infrastruc-

ture that will boost productivity.
Mr. Modi has been astute in
giving India’s states more room to
move ahead with some reforms.
This fosters the right sort of competition among states and also creates a demonstration effect—if
states that undertake reforms are
able to show the benefits, this will
increase support for reforms in
others.
Mr. Modi still has before him
the task of pushing forward a raft
of major reforms that will benefit
India but will be opposed by powerful vested interests that benefit
from the status quo. India needs to
change labor laws that have
cosseted a small set of workers
while holding back manufacturing
sector growth and employment opportunities. It must discard red
tape that deters business and en-

riches corrupt bureaucrats.
This budget should finally take
tax reform by the horns, laying out
a clear timeline for the implementation of the Goods and Services
tax, which will replace a hodgepodge of existing taxes. The government needs to build on the
progress it has already made in
shifting away from expensive and
inefficient subsidies towards direct
cash transfers. Disinvestment from
state-run enterprises and banks
has run aground in the face of concerted opposition. Reviving this
program would raise revenues that
could be put to better use and,
more importantly, improve efficiency and market discipline.
The economy and in particular
the manufacturing sector are still
hobbled by a woeful physical infrastructure and shortage of energy.
Rather than relying on government
intervention to solve these problems, Mr. Modi’s government
should emphasize financial-market
development that could better
channel domestic and foreign capital into these sectors.
Without these reforms, India’s
economy will not live up to its potential and will face rising social
tensions.
The foundation is in place but
time is running out. Now Mr. Modi
must decisively institute reforms
that allow the Indian economy to
fulfill its potential.

Mr. Prasad is a professor in the
Dyson School at Cornell University
and senior fellow at the Brookings
Institution.

Putin Begins to Crack the Atlantic Alliance
BY JOHN VINOCUR
While the Germans, seconded
by their French character witnesses, negotiated an ethereal
Ukraine cease fire with Vladimir
Putin in Minsk, Belarus, last week,
Britain was kept informed by regular messages from the conference
room.
It was a drip-feed from an
arena of bad history in the making
to a distant sideline. Call it either
a gesture of consideration and respect, or a sign of the largely selfinflicted downgrading of a onetime Great Game player. Whatever,
here was Britain home alone, although in no sense in the strategically assertive manner of Benjamin Disraeli’s notion of Splendid
Isolation.
The Minsk deal was “terrible,”
a senior U.K. official told me afterward, with holes in it so gaping as
to allow Russia to drive tanks unhampered through an open Ukrainian border for next to forever.
There might be some regrets that
London wasn’t there as a “practitioner,” the official said, “but the
deal was so bad that we now see
our distance as an advantage.”
In theory, after the Obama administration outsourced the response to the Kremlin’s aggression
against Ukraine to Angela Merkel’s
Germany, only United Nations Security Council member Britain was
(very theoretically) left in Europe
to take sides and name names. But
London chose not to press for an
active role. Ms. Merkel then sig-

naled that Germany’s “strategic
patience” with Mr. Putin’s asymmetrical war could last for decades.
As a result, over the course of
the past two weeks Mr. Putin got
an up-close lesson in Western
halfheartedness.
France’s President François
Hollande, as Germany’s sidekick in
meetings with Mr. Putin in Moscow and Minsk—Ms. Merkel didn’t
want it to go down as a GermanRussian deal—exclaimed, “I don’t

The British are on the outs,
and German elites float a
European Treaty Organization
to replace NATO.
want to say anything about the responsibilities of one or the other”
combatants. He added: “Will
someone please explain to me
what the difference is between an
offensive weapon and a defensive
weapon?”
Here goes. Offensive weapon: a
Russian tank. Defensive: a Ukrainian soldier with an antitank
guided missile, one of the kinds of
arms Barack Obama is fussing
about delivering to the government in Kiev.
Britain’s response was a “no”
to supplying Ukraine with defensive lethal weapons, coupled with
a statement by Foreign Minister
Philip Hammond that, “We’re

happy that the Germans have
taken the lead.”
This isn’t Britain at its bravest,
cleverest or most famously resourceful. Its slide has been accelerated by a U.S. administration
that hung Britain out to dry by
abandoning its promised willingness to come on board with London on a more muscular approach
to Syria in 2012-13. Since then, Mr.
Obama’s steadfastness has been
regarded warily by some British
officials.
A more immediate explanation
for this effaced approach is the
national election on May 7, in
which Prime Minister David Cameron’s Conservative Party sees the
prospect of a fragmented vote requiring the formation of a coalition government.
His strategists don’t want to
wander away from a single campaign message on the improvement in the British economy. Polls
say that foreign affairs aren’t
among the top 10 issues of voter
concern and that only 17% “think
the United Kingdom has a moral
responsibility to support popular
uprisings against dictators,” a
negative measure of potential
public engagement on Ukraine.
Perhaps the worst aspect of
the British fade is that it bolsters
Mr. Putin’s conviction that he is
succeeding in splitting apart the
Atlantic Alliance. A frequently silent, self-involved, scarcely active
and less goading Britain, one obviously less confident in its transAtlantic instincts and its trans-
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Rules proposed by U.S. regulators for the commercial use of drones were generally cheered by businesses.

He’s spent his first nine
months in office on basic
reforms, but there’ve yet
to be any sweeping changes.

broader base of support.
Corruption and weak governance eat away at the fabric of society and disproportionately hurt the
poor. The rich and politically powerful (who are usually the same)
can find ways around this, but the
poor have no such recourse. All of
this naturally makes the masses
deeply suspicious of reforms.
Market-oriented reforms have
lifted tens of millions of Indians
out of poverty in the past two decades thanks to faster growth.
However, the perception remains
that the benefits of reform were
largely cornered by the political
and economic elite. And it’s true
that income and wealth inequality
have widened.
So when Mr. Modi talks about
toilets as a matter of women’s dignity and safety, it touches a nerve.
And of course good sanitation has
implications for health and workers’ productivity as well. Access to
bank accounts gives rural households better returns on savings and
an avenue to elude rapacious moneylenders when they need credit.
Improving the working of government and reducing corruption
is especially important to those
who rely more on government
services and cannot afford private
alternatives. These issues touch
the poor directly and in ways that
abstract concepts about the benefits of pro-market reforms cannot.
Mr. Modi has also had more
than his fair share of good luck.
The central-bank governor he inherited, Raghuram Rajan, had already established his credibility
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Long-awaited U.S. rules proposed
for commercial drones should pave
the way for thousands of businesses
to fly the devices in industries like
filmmaking, energy and construction, but drone proponents worried
that limits in the regulations would
stifle other possible uses like package delivery.
Drone makers and users generally cheered the rules proposed by
the Obama administration on Sunday, which would replace the Federal
Aviation Administration’s current
near-ban on commercial use of the
devices. The industry had worried
federal regulators would treat
drones like manned aircraft, mandating expensive and time-consuming airframe certifications and full
pilots licenses for drone operators.
Instead, the FAA set simple criteria for certifying operators and said
they could maintain safety of the devices themselves.
But the proposed rules—which
will undergo 60 days of public comment before the FAA completes
them, likely late next year—also contain limits on drone operations.
Those include bans on flights over
people or beyond the sight of operators, and a requirement for prior approval from air-traffic control for
flying in many urban areas. Proponents said such restrictions would
preclude many commercial uses for
the devices and set U.S. drone users
behind their peers abroad.
The proposed rules “are more
progressive than we expected,” said
Michael Drobac, executive director of
the Small UAV Coalition, a trade
group that represents drone makers,
including Amazon.com Inc. and
Google Inc. “But once you spend
some time looking at them, some of
the things proposed would be devastating to the future of the industry.”
FAA officials said they sought to

balance the need for flexibility for
the emerging drone industry with
the agency’s top priority, public
safety. The rules would “provide
probably the most flexible regime
for unmanned aircraft 55 pounds or
less that exists anywhere in the
world,” FAA Administrator Michael
Huerta said.
The rules would require operators to obtain an FAA certificate by
passing a written exam in person every two years. The standards would
limit flights to daytime, below 500
feet, less than 100 miles an hour,
and within sight of the operator. The
rules don’t affect recreational use of
drones, which is already permitted
as long as users obey safe-operating
requirements.
The FAA requested comment on
specific areas throughout its 195page proposal, which was nearly
four years behind schedule. Final
regulations often differ from proposals. The FAA also said it was still
considering separate, less-demanding rules for unmanned aircraft
weighing less than 5 pounds.
Until the rules are final, the FAA’s
effective ban on commercial drones
will remain in place. The FAA has approved just 26 companies to use
drones under strict rules.
Separately on Sunday, the Obama
administration set rules on how federal agencies can use drones in the
U.S. The administration said the
rules are designed to protect citizens’ privacy and civil liberties, including a mandate for federal agencies to release annual summaries of
their drone operations.
For private and commercial
drones, the White House ordered the
Department of Commerce to convene a stakeholder group within 90
days to develop guidelines for “privacy, accountability and transparency issues” for such devices.
The FAA said it proposes banning
flights over people and beyond eyeshot because of risks unique to un-
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It’s Time for Modi to Live Up to His Promises

KEEPING MUM This hasn’t been David
Cameron’s Britain at its bravest,
cleverest or most famously resourceful.
Atlantic ties, reinforces the
Russian idea that it really can reverse the post-Soviet security order in Europe.
Britain ought to be fighting
this out loud. In Germany, echoing
the Gerhard Schröder years, the
weekly Die Zeit made reference
without particular alarm to a Europe now “wrestling” with its
“emancipation” from the U.S.
Sueddeutsche Zeitung, a newspaper close to the chancellor, last
week referred to Ms. Merkel as a
“mediator” between the U.S. and
Russia, a notion she refutes but
that has wide appeal in Germany.
Sueddeutsche’s chief editor,
Kurt Kister, wrote on Saturday
that “the Americans hardly play a
role anymore” in Europe and rec-

ommended its countries begin
thinking of setting up a “European
Treaty Organization or EUTO.”
That’s crackpot stuff. How
could a Europe without America
ever muster a credible nuclear deterrent against Russia? But there’s
the potential for a rewrite of Europe’s security treaties lurking out
there that could make for trouble.
The German foreign ministry of
Frank-Walter Steinmeier and the
Russians want “to discuss” such a
rewrite. What could Britain be
saying but isn’t?
Malcolm Rifkind, who is on a
German-appointed panel of “eminent persons” to begin that discussion, gave a glancing but interesting answer via a question to
Ms. Merkel at the recent Munich
Security Conference. The former
Conservative foreign and defense
minister asked if her no-militarysolution thesis on Ukraine could
ever be successful without the
threat of force being attached. She
dodged the essence of the question.
Mr. Rifkind, in a later conversation, saw the possibility of an altered tone from a re-elected Conservative-led government in
Britain. “A change can come,” he
said, “if there’s an American-led
policy that’s less ambiguous and
unabashedly robust.”
Good to hear it said. But he
shouldn’t hold his breath.

Mr. Vinocur is former executive
editor of the International Herald
Tribune.

